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Introduction and Background

• Who CSA is and what we do
• Perspective on A&H Online 

Research
• Enhanced Research Tools
• What our focus is now
• Emerging Resources



Who CSA is and what we do

• CSA is a worldwide information company, serving as a guide to 
researchers to help them be more effective in their work by 
enabling and expediting discovery, aiding the management and 
organization of quality information and providing tools to assist in 
its subsequent dissemination. 

• Publishing and distributing, in print and electronically, over 150 
bibliographic and full-text databases and journals in four primary 
editorial areas: natural sciences, social sciences, arts & 
humanities, and technology. 

• Researchers in more than 4,000 institutions in more than 80 
countries. 

• CSA has been a leader in publishing in the information field for
over 30 years. It’s headquarters is located in Bethesda, Maryland 
with offices in five continents.



Perspective on A&H Online 
Research

• Arts & Humanities research is changing 
and adapting to the online environment

• Still a strong focus on books as a primary 
source.

• Embracing online resources that enable 
more diverse and multi-disciplined 
research



Perspective on A&H Online 
Research

• Growing interest in multi-
disciplinary resources

• Multimedia resources (Full-text)
– Art images
– Video clips
– Music files
– Sheet music

• Seamless integration



Enhanced Research Tools in 
the Arts & Humanities

• Federated Searching using 
MultiSearch™

• Ulrich’s Serial Analysis System
• PapersInvited™
• Community of Scholars™
• Community of Science™













What our focus is now

• Offering databases that are more 
interdisciplinary 
– FRANCIS (International Humanities & Social Science database)

– British Humanities Index
– Encyclopaedia of Women & Islamic Cultures

• Linking to other sources of data that will 
enrich the user’s experience
– Grove Dictionaries of Music
– ARTstor



What our focus is now

• Allowing all CSA databases to be 
cross-referenced from any search

• Keeping up with Web Development 
by exploring new functionalities with 
Web 2.0



Emerging Resources

•
– http://www.artstor.org

• National Gallery of Canada
– http://www.gallery.ca

• The Brooklyn Museum
– http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/



Emerging Resources

•
– http://www.itergateway.org/

• Encyclopaedia of Islam
• Encyclopaedia of QUR’āN; 1st edition
• Encyclopaedia of Women & Islamic Cultures
• Pauly Online
• Encyclopaedia of Judaism
• Dictionary of Gnosis & Western Esotericism
• Design Abstracts Retrospective



CSA Continues Growth
New CSA Illumina Platform

• COS - Community of Science
• EIS - Environmental Impact 

Statements
– Over 1000 Full-text Statements back to 

2003
• CINDAS databases visualize 

properties of selected materials under 
varying conditions



Where to find us at INFORUM

Visit 
CSA at 
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Thank you

C. Alan Golden
CAGolden@CSA.com
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